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DC - Welcome 
The work of the Trades House continues day in and day out and as 
you will see in the article ‘Housework Goes On’, it goes on whatever 
the weather. It is good to see that the building is in good hands and 
that the care of this fabulous historic property is taken seriously. 
John Gilchrist’s quick action to ensure repairs are being undertaken 
is to be commended. This edition of Trading Post also features the Heritage 
Committee which is a key group now under the leadership of ex Convener 
Ruth Maltman. We profile Carol Parry and Craig Bryce and will catch up with 
Ken Gibb in future editions.  
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You will all have heard of the Summer Art Sale and we are nearing the time 
when the online gallery of paintings will be available for you to choose a worthy 
work of Art to grace your home, stately pile, or palace. It’s all going towards the 
Deacon Convener’s Charity Appeal so spend like there is no tomorrow. 

Deacon Convener’s Charity 
Appeal - Summer Art Sale 

(In aid of MS Lanarkshire and Cerebral Palsy Scotland) 
  

7 June – 27 June 2021 

CALL FOR ENTRIES 

Now is the opportunity for all aspiring artists and photographers to display 
their talents by donating artwork to our online art sale. 

We are looking for donations of paintings, drawings or photographic art by 
Trades House Members, or by your friends, or family members with talent. 
Donations will be sold in our online sale with all proceeds being given to 
MS Lanarkshire and Cerebral Palsy Scotland.  

Both charities have seen an increase in requirements for additional mental 
health support and respite care as a result of Covid 19. 

There’s still time to get your brushes out and your cameras clicking, as the 
closing date for entries has been extended to Friday 14 May. 

As we will continue to raise funds for charitable causes, we would love to retain 
any unsold artwork for future use, with your permission. 

A n e n t r y f o r m s h o u l d b e r e q u e s t e d f r o m a n d r e t u r n e d t o 
jackie.mullen@tradeshouse.org.uk before the closing date. 
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House Building 
Housework Goes On 
Trades Hall has recently had a problem with water 
ingress which has seeped into the room used by Ken Gibb for restoration, 
especially during and after heavy rainfall. 

Upon investigation it has been established that the ingress is due to cracks in 
the pavement above the rear of the room and has also led to significant water 
damage over the years in the ladies toilet at the back of the room. 

The current issue only adds to previous water ingress 
issues and there are two established repair projects 
underway. Buildings of this age have complex water 
supply and drainage issues at the best of times – 
torrential Spring rain does not help! 
John Gilchrist has taken advice from a building 
consultant who has previously carried out work for 
Trades House and has met with Robert Paterson to 
advise him on the course of work now required to 
ensure there is no damage to the building 
foundations of this historic building. 

A team of builders has started removing all of the 
walls in the ladies toilet area, in order that an 
inspection can be made of the building 
foundations and metal supports. It is anticipated 
that this will take a few days. 
The Trades House military flags are normally 
kept within that room and Willie Hattan and 
John Gilchrist have moved these safely into the 
room used by Craig Bryce the House archivist.  

Craig Bryce said of the flags, “When we 
eventually return to the archives we will be 
able to work round the flag storage. 

Normally we used one table in outer area and the one 
in the cage, so no problem.”  

Great care was taken to ensure the fabric of the flags were not touched by 
anyone. All other items in the room have also been removed to a safe place out 
of the way of tradesmen. 
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Spring GIN TASTING EVENT  

for the DC APPEAL 
                                                                                 
We are delighted to confirm that our next tasting event will be with Arbikie 
Craft Gin and details are on the invitation below. This follows the successful 
Wine and Malt Whisky tastings in recent 

months. Early booking is advised. Tasting packs, costing £30, will be sent once 
you have registered so please confirm to me at dalgleishkt@gmail.com 

Full joining and payment details will follow, after registration.  

Best regards, Ken Dalgleish, Deacon Convener 
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Trades House Curling Competition 

Curling has been cancelled all year, although it is hoped that the opportunity 
will be back on the ice for a new season this year. Michael Burton has planned 
and arranged a social Sunday competition at Greenacres on 24th October for 
the 20/21 trophy and another challenge on 6th March 22 for the  21/22 season. 

Jamie Mason has stepped forward, and offered to assist and eventually take 
over from Michael Burton in arranging and sustaining the Trades House 
Curling Competition.   He said of Michael, “We are hugely indebted to him for 
his arrangements and organisation of the Crafts!"Competition over nearly 
three decades, and his arrangements and rearrangements over the last year 
to ensure the ongoing competition.”  
  
The Ice has not yet been allocated, but James hopes that contestants can fill 
the ice for four, four-end games on the Sunday afternoon and have an 
enjoyable social competition to welcome everyone back to the ice. He would 
encourage all Crafts to field a team and hopes to encourage as many 
Incorporations and associated organisations as possible, to also field teams.  
Mixed Craft teams might also be created if there are a greater or lesser number 
of players than places on dedicated Craft rinks. Jamie expects curling and a 
light lunch to be about £30, for the social afternoon of curling, light lunch and 
good company.  
Jamie will give update details as arrangements are confirmed. 

Jamie asks that Crafts encourage their members to come curling and to keep 
the tradition of an annual competition for the Trades House Trophy secure for 
the future.  
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Heritage Committee 
Congratulations to Ex Convener, Ruth Maltman, who has agreed to take on the 
role of  Chair of the Heritage Committee after the departure of Ex Collector, 
John McKnight. In addition, the current Collector, Billy Birse Stewart, will be 
joining the committee as a representative from the Platform. The Heritage 
Committee is closely associated to the Education Committee. 

The Committee will therefore have the following membership : 

Ruth Maltman 
Billy Birse Stewart 
Ken Gibb 
Craig Bryce 
Carol Parry 

Honorary Trades House Archivist 
As the Honorary Archivist, Craig Bryce leads a fantastic team, who met, prior 
to lockdown, one day per week to work through recording the contents of the 
ex-Collectors of the Trades House receipts, record the names of the people on 
photographs in the archives and to transcribe books in the archives. The team 
consists of ex-Deacon Convener Hamish Brodie of the Weavers, Carol Parry 
the Honorary Trades House Librarian, Bob McDonald of the Wrights, Mrs 
Barr of the Wrights and Marlena Nuremburg. This small team is always keen 
to add more members who have an interest in the archives and the history of 
the Trades House and Hall. 

One of the lesser-known duties of the Honorary Archivist is to help answer 
enquiries from members of Incorporations and the general public wishing to 
find out information concerning their ancestors who may have connections to 
an Incorporation. 

During the lockdown work in the Trades Hall has had to stop, but lots of 
transcribing, scanning documents and writing the backgrounds to famous 
people connected to the Trades House has continued. The findings have been 
uploaded to the Trades House Digital Library and can be viewed at https://
www.tradeshouselibrary.org/trades-house.html. The Trades House Virtual 
Museum http://www.tradeshousemuseum.org/ also holds lots of photographs 
of the Trades Hall and is well worth a look. 

When the lockdown is lifted and the team can return to the Trades Hall, it is 
intended to continue the valuable work of recording the fantastic information 
to be found in the basement and would love to increase the number of people 
helping bring these archives alive. 
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Honorary Librarian 
Carol Parry, an archivist by profession, was formerly the Library and Heritage 
Manager at the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons (RCPSG) of Glasgow 
and is Editor of  Scottish Archives,  the journal of the Scottish Records 
Association.   She first became involved in the Trades House through the 
Incorporation of Gardeners!"Lecture which used to be held at the RCPSG and 
she and her husband, Nick, subsequently became members. Nick has twice 
been Deacon of the Incorporation of Gardeners and has taken a very active 
role in the House. Since becoming Honorary Librarian, Carol, aided by Craig 
Bryce the Honorary Archivist, has re-shelved the library holdings. In addition 
she has re-catalogued all the books, creating an online list. 
Books have been sent away for conservation and an accessions register and 
collection policy created.  The Library is a great resource for the history of the 
House and the City of Glasgow.   However, it is important to keep such 
resources up to date and it would be excellent to add more recent books and 
expand the holdings.   Further shelving could be added to allow for such 
expansion.   In addition, articles are planned for the Trades House Library 
website which will explore aspects of the books such as authors/previous 
owners etc. As well as custodian of the Library, Carol is also helping the 
archive team in listing the archive holdings of the House. 

Using Trades Hall 
With the easing of lockdown restrictions the possibility of the use of Trades 
Hall as a venue for events begins to be a reality once more. No doubt there will 
continue to be relevant rules and precautions to endure, but it is to be 
anticipated that once more the doors will be open. So, with this in mind the 
Crafts and the Members of every part of the Trades House family should be 
giving careful thought to publicising the availability and the excellent facilities 
offered by the building. 

The news of an increase to 50 guests for a wedding has had an interesting 
effect on the wedding business. Guests are happier to go ahead with increased 
numbers, despite any other restrictions in place and already new enquiries for 
this year are on the increase.  

Elaine Gilchrist will welcome booking applications for weddings, meetings and 
other occasions. Please email Elaine at : elaine@tradeshallglasgow.co.uk 
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Getting Crafty 
The Incorporation of Weavers Have their Box Opening 
on Friday 14th May when the Charities which recently were 
given grants, will say a few words about the important work 
they do. The annual event which had to be postponed last 
year, will also include winners of their acclaimed scheme of 
Industry Awards. 

S u p p o r t i n g t h e 
texti le and weaving 
Industry is a high priority for the 
Weavers Craft and the Master 
Court; and the Industry Awards 
are a practical demonstration of 
this principle. 
The Awards are given in various 
categor ies and this year ’s 
Lifelong Achievement in the 
Weaving Industry Award has be
en given to David Douglas 
Cowley of  Strathmore Woollen 
Company Ltd, Frank Steele of 
the McNaughton Group and Ann 
R y l e y o f 

Alex Begg  
of Ayr. 
In the Best New Woven Fabric category 
the winner was Lucy MacDonald, 
whilst in the Most Innovative Fabric 
section Susan Carden took the 
accolades and lastly in the brilliant and new category of Totally 
Tartan, the winner was Gillian M a c d o n a l d w h o w e 
feature below. 

Gillian runs a small business, working from a studio in Bridgeton, Glasgow.  
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Her fashion brand is called Gillie Jean King and examples of her work can be 
found at : https://www.instagram.com/gilliejeanking/?hl=en 
When she submitted her entry to the  

adjudication panel of the Weavers, the judges were 
most impressed with her use of colour and the 
innovative and playful take on tartan. The whole 
point of this new category is to surprise and 
challenge conventional use of tartan fabric. 
Of her design Gillian says “I had 
the idea of working with local 
weavers who worked on a length 
of beautiful tartan for me. As my 
name is Gillian Macdonald, I 
wanted to use the traditional 
Macdonald of the isles tartan but 
to re-develop it for the modern 
w e a r e r . I w a s a b s o l u t e l y 
delighted with the results and 
used the meterage to develop a 

tailored jacket as you will see in the attached images, and a 
tight fitting mini skirt to match.  
I really enjoyed working on this piece, thank you for 
offering up such a great opportunity for local makers.” 
The Adjudication panel agreed that Gillian had certainly met 
the brief and Susanne McCormick said of the garment, “I 
could certainly see me being proud to wear this. Well done 
Gillian!” 

Incorporation of  Skinners and Glovers 
At a recent meeting of ex Deacon Conveners with Ken Dalgleish, Deacon 

Convener, he presented an update on his year in office 
thus far. He observed that one of the greatest successes 
last year was the Drapers Fund giving £129,000 to help 
children in distress in Glasgow. 
  
Ex Deacon Convener, Tom Gilchrist of the Skinners & 
Glovers observed, “This is one of the most important 
Trusts supporting families in the Glasgow area. A 

terrible statistic records that 25% of children in Scotland 
are below the poverty line. Whether children are in need 

of food or their homes require replacement appliances, 
cookers, etc, the Drapers Fund is there to help.” 

  
Much has been achieved through the hard work of the Drapers Fund Manager 
who is an Ex Deacon, Elspeth Talbot. As holder of one of the most trusted 
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appointments made by the Deacon Convener from one of the Crafts, the 
Drapers Fund manager with two assistants determines which appeals are 
worthy of support, without reference to any committee. The Manager has sole 
control of 25% of the giving. A big thank you is due to Elspeth for serving the 
House so well and this is worthy of note in the DC!s Trading Post. 
  
It is also worth remembering that Skinners Ex Deacon, Laura Lambie was 
Drapers Fund Manager only a few years ago. With around 7,000 members in 
the Trades House Crafts, to have provided two members from the same Craft  
for this highly respected post, in recent years, is quite an achievement. 

Ken Dalgleish, Deacon Convener commented, “This could be a major 
marketing highlight to attract new members to your Craft, the Skinners and 
Glovers, with hopes that by joining the Master Court new members too, can 
play their part in supporting the wider need. I would like to add my 
congratulations and thanks to both Elspeth Talbot and Laura Lambie for 
their service.” 

Incorporation of Masons of Glasgow 

With the recent relaxation of lockdown and lifting of some 
of the travel restrictions, the Incorporation!s prize winners 
of 2020 have been receiving the presentation of their 
awards.  It was unfortunate that due to Covid restrictions 
last year, the prize winners event could not be staged and 
they could not receive their well earned awards at the 
Deacons Choosing Dinner within Trades Hall.  

Of the 13 prize winners, 11 have 
now received their awards from 

the Deacon, John Brown who visited them at home 
or at their employer!s premises to make the 

presentat ion. A 
yearbook will be 
p u b l i s h e d a n d 
d i s t r i b u t e d 
accordingly, once all prize winners have been 
awarded.  

The ground has been broken and soil dug out 
and the concrete foundation cast for the 
Incorporation!s memorial planter/seat to be 
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constructed at the Foundry in Barrhead in association with the Waterworks 
Voluntary Group. This memorial is in remembrance of those who have 
succumbed to the effects of PTSD. The stone for the memorial has been 
delivered ready for building. 

The Incorporation of Hammermen 
The talk offered by the Hammermen in April was from 
colleagues on board the Type 45 HMS Defender, a Glasgow 
built Destroyer. Both the Commanding Officer, Vince Owen 
and the Deputy Marine Engineer Officer, Matthew Fuge 
provided a fascinating talk followed by a full discussion 
afterwards. Commander Vincent Owen and Lieutenant 
Matthew Fuge spoke about their ongoing detailed preparations 
for the forthcoming seven-month global deployment, as well as 
providing an overview of the crew, vessel capabilities and in particular 
the engineering aspects that mean the ship can sustain on operations for 
prolonged periods. 

Andrew Young, Hammermen Deacon said, “We will endeavour to provide our 
members with PR updates from time to time, whilst HMS Defender and her 
crew are on their mission. 
  
My thanks also go to CO Vince Owen and DMEO Matthew Fuge for taking 
time to talk to our Hammermen members & friends.” 

He went on to hope that their pre sailing plans continue well and offered best 
wishes to them both and the crew of Defender on deployment. They also look 
forward to the opportunity to meet up the next time the crew make port in 
Glasgow. 
  
Anyone who missed the Talk, they aim to post a video on their youtube 
channel soon. An invitation is offered to all to join them again on the 19th of 
May when they will be hearing about another great Hammerman, Walter 
MacFarlane, and his Saracen Iron Works. 
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Coming Soon 

The Association of Deacons - AGM  

will be held on Wednesday 1st September. Please put the date in your diary. 

 

Glasgow In London Dinner 
The ‘Glasgow in London Dinner’ is being planned for Tuesday 7th September. 
Of course this will be dependent on the relaxation of most if not all of the 
current Covid restrictions. 
The venue will be the Plaisterers Hall in the City of London, which is a larger 
venue than that used for our last three dinners which will allow more space to 
circulate if numbers are restricted.  
At this stage please reserve the date in your diary and once it is clear that we 
can proceed full details and booking form will be sent on to you. 
Ex-Deacon Convener Keith Brown
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